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ABSTRACT. Let X be an arbitrary set and a lattice of subsets ofX such that t/t, X E ..A() is the

algebra generated by and I() consists of all zero-one valued finitely additive measures on

Various subsets of I() are considered and certain lattices are investigated as well as the topology of
closed sets generated by them. The lattices are investigated for normality, regularity, repleteness and

completeness. The topologies are similarly discussed for various properties such as T2 and Lindel0f
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be an arbitrary set and a lattice of subsets ofX such that , X E E. ,A() is the algebra

generated by and I() denotes those non trivial, zero-one valued, finitely additive measures on

Various subsets ofI() are considered and certain lattices in these subsets are investigated as well as

the topology of closed sets generated by them. The lattices are investigated for normality, regularity, and

for a variety of repleteness and completeness conditions. The topologies are similarly investigated for

various properties such as T2 and Lindeltf. Necessary and sufficient conditions for these properties to

hold can effectively be given in terms ofmeasure conditions on the original lattice.

Some investigations in these matters have been begun in [2], [3] and [8]. We go beyond these results,

and introduce new subsets ofI() and their lattices to investigate.
We begin with some standard notations and terminology that will be used throughout the paper Our

notations and terminology is consistent with that in the literature (see e.g. [1],[2],[5] and [10]), and is

added mainly for the reader’s convenience.

We then proceed in the subsequent sections to analyze in detail the lattice-topological structure of

various Wallman spaces as indicated above.

2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS
Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set, and a lattice of subsets of X. It is assumed throughout the

paper that ,X E .
We adhere to the customary lattice-topological definitions which can be found for example in

],[2],[4],[7] and 10]. Here, we just note some of the measure theoretic equivalents. For this purpose

we introduce the following notations: ,A() denotes the algebra generated by , and () the set of
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non-trivial zero-one valued finitely additive measures on 4() IR() the set of -regular measures
of I(), where # E I() is -regular if for any A E 4()#(A) sup{#(L)/L C A,L L}
sequences {L} of sets of with L, 4),/(L,) 0. ia() the set of(7-smooth measures of I() on, where # I() is -smooth on if for all ofr-smooth measures on 4() of 1() I() the set of
-regular measures of Ia(). r()={H, defined on , non-trivial, monotone, and

H(ANB) II(A)H(B),A,B } the set of all premeasures on 7ro() is the set of all pre-
measures on which are (7-smooth on

Note that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between
-filters .T and elements of7r() given by H(L) 1 iff L .T.
-filters with countable intersection property and ro().

All elements ofI() and all prime -filters, given by:
for any # E 1() we associate the prime -filter given by

.Y" {A . /#(A)= 1}.

All elements of IR(/2) and all/2-ultrafilters, given by the following rule. with each/2-ultrafilter " we

associate the zero-one valued measure defined on A(/2) by:

1 ifthere exists A Y’, A C E
#(E) 0 ifthere exists A ’, A C E

The support of 1(/2) is S(/) N {L E/2/p,(L) 1}. With this notation, we now note /2 is

compact iff S(#) 0 for every # IR(/2). /2 is countably compact iff IR(L;) I(/2). /2 is normal iff

for each/ I(/2), there exists a unique v I(/2) such that # < v(/2) i.e. #(L) <
is regular iffwhenever p1,#2 E 1(/2) and 1 --< f/’2(/2), then 5’(#1) 5’(#2). /2 is replete iff for any

p e I,(/2), S(p) # 0. /2 is prime-complete iff for any p e Io(/2), S(/) # . /2 is Lindelof iff for any

H ro (), S(H) # 0. Finally, if #x is the measure concentrated at z X then #x E I(), for all

:: X, iff is disjunctive.
For further results and related matters see [6], [$] and [9].

3. THE SPACES I(),/’,,() AND THE LATTICES VV,,(),
We consider in this section the important space I(); for A ,4() define

Wo(A) {/ I(/2)Iv(A) 1}.

Then, assuming is disjunctive, B;a() {Wo(L)/L e/} is a lattice in I() isomorphic to /2,

under the map L --} W,(L), L E/, and .A(.(/2)) YVa(.A()). Also, the map / #’, where

#’(W,,(A)) (A), A A(E) is a bijection between I.(;) and I(W,()). It is well known that

B;a(/2) is replete and is a basis for the closed sets -Wo(E),all arbitrary intersections of sets of Wa(/2) It
is this topological space I(/2), TB;a(/2), and lattice B;,(/2) which we will consider here and subsequent

sections. Analogously, we also consider Io(/2) and Va(/2); here we do not need the assumption of

disjunctiveness on/2, and ;o(/2) {V,(L)/LE.} where Vo(A) { Ia(E)/lz(A) 1}, A
V, (/2) is prime complete, and is a base for the closed sets -V,() ofI (/2). A few of the properties to

be considered have been investigated in [3], we give slightly different proofs, and include some of them

for completeness.
THEOREM 3.1 a) Consider I(/2) and W.(/2) with/2 disjunctive. FVa(;) is regular iff for all

/1,/2 E 1(/2) and v I.(/2), if #1 </.2(/2) and #1 _< v(/2) then/2 _<
b) The topological space I(/2), ’B;a(/2) with/2 disjunctive is considered Then the space is T2 iff

for # 1(/2) and/ _< vm (/), # _< v2(/2) where v, v2 I(/2) it follows that v
c) Consider /.(/2) and ))(/2). Va(/2) is regular iff for all /1,#2 1(/2) and v E/(/2) if

/, < 2(/2) and 1 < 1"(/2) then 2 <
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d) Consider the topological space Io(,), r;(). This space is T2 iff for # (5 I() with

# < vx (,) and # < v2(,) where/’/1,/)2 (5 Io(), it follows vl

PROOF. The proofs for a) and c) and for b) and d) are similar. We just prove a) and b)
a) Let #1,#2 (51() such that tzl </2(E) Then there exist /,/ (5104;o(,)) and

#(W,,(L)) =/.zl(L), #’(Wo(L)) z2(L) for all L (5 ,. I(L) < #2(L) =), # </ on Wo()
Suppose Wa(,)is regular Then S(#) S(#) where

Let now , (5 I,(,) with #1 < ’. We have t,’(5 I,(W(E)) and # < ),,’ on Wo(), therefore
S(u’) C S(z) S(/) hence # < ’ on Wo(,) i.e. /2 < ’ onE. Conversely, let/1,/ (5 I(E) and
, (5 I,(,) such that if/1 < #(,) and #1 < ),,(E) then/ < (,). Let now A,A2 (5 I(Vo(E)) and

assume A < Az on Wo(). Then A # and Ag =/ where 1,#2 (5 Z() and # </()Vo(E)) i.e

# < #.(Z:). Now S() C S(). Ifa 6’(), then clearly A (5 I,(,) and#l < A(E) Hence by the

assumption/9. < A() which implies A (5 S().
b) Suppose I,(), -Wo(E) is T which implies that Wo() is T, and let #, ’1, ’ as

above. Then /’ < u on Wo()where /’ (5 I0/Va(E)) and t, (5 I,(Wa()), which implies
t/I(SS(t/)cS(p’). Also #’<) on )4;0() where t/(5I(Wo(E)), which implies
,9_ (5 S(u) C S(/’) Recall that E is T iff for each # (5 I(E), S(/) or a singleton, hence since

i,’o() ifT2 it follows t,1 t,. Conversely, assume that for/ (5 I() and
and /z < t,2() then /1 u2. Suppose S(#’) , where # (5 I(), A (5 I(W,,(,)) and A #’ If

’1, (5 S(#’) then # < ’1 (E) and # < ,(E) e. ,x ,. Therefore Wo() is T and thus 7Wo(,) is

We now show that the assumption of regularity for ,’o() in Io(E) is very strong.
TIIEOREM 3.2 Consider Io(E) and ;a(). );o() is regular ifflo(E) It(,
PROOF. Suppose Io() I() Then ;o(E) Wo(E) Now let /1,# (5 I(E), (5 Io(E)

and #1 </(E),/a < ,(E). Then, since Io(E) I(), 1 (5 I(E) so

Conversely, suppose ;o(E) is regular and let # (5 Io(E); there exists , (5 I(,) such that # < ,() i.e

#’ < ’0"o()), where #’, ,’ (5 Ia0;o(E)) But S(/’) S(u’) since );o() is regular. Hence # (5 S(’)
i.e. t, </.(). It follows/ v and then # (5 I.(E).

4. ON NORMAL, SLIGItTLY NORMAL, MILDLY NORMAL
AND LINDELOF LATTICES
In this section we wish to consider normality and related questions as well as LindelOf properties

concerning the lattices Wo() in I, (E) and ;o() in Io (). Related details on normality can be found in

[4], [7] and [9]. We recall some definitions.

DEFINITION 4.1

a) is slightly normal iffor all # (5 Io(’), there exists a unique , (5 I,() such that # < ,()
b) is mildly normal iffor all # Io(), there exists a unique , (5 Its(E) such that/ < ,()
c) is almost countably compact if/ (5 I(’) implies # (5 Io().
TtlEOREM 4.1 Suppose E is disjunctive. Then

a) Consider I(E) and Wo() and suppose is Lindel0f and satisfies the condition: for all

x,# (5 I(E) and (5 I,(E), if/zl < #2(E) and 1 < )(E), then # < ,(E) Then Wo(E) is slightly

and mildly normal.

b) If is complemem generated then Wo() is slightly normal.

c) If is almost coumably compact and mildly normal then Wo(,) is normal.

PROOF. a) E is disjunctive and LindelOfimplies We(E) LindelOf. Also, by Theorem 3.1 it follows

that "14;o(,) is regular. Then Wo(,) is slightly and mildly normal (see [4])
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b) is complement generated implies L f"l L, L and Ln 6 , all n

W,,(L) Wo L W,,(L)

Hence Wa() complement generated which implies Wa(L) slightly normal (see [4])
c) By the assumption, for any p 6 Ia(’) it follows # 6 Io() and then there exists a unique

v 6 Ia() such that p (_ (). Let # 6 1(/2) such that # _(A(L’) with # 6 IR(’) Also A
and _/

_
, on /2 with l 6 I(), unique. Therefore if p _( 2(/) with : 6 I(/2) then

A _< # _< v2(), and so Vl zqt. Hence is normal and also )4)(/) is normal.

REMARK. Consider L,(;) and V,,(;) with Lindel0f If for all #1,p2 6 I() and 6/()
such that if pl </2(;) and p < v() it follows that/2 < v(), then );a(;) is slightly and mildly
normal.

PROOF. Similar to a) ofTheorem 4.1.

We next consider the following condition:

() For any II 6 7r,(:), there exists v 6/(:) such that YI < v(:)

THEOREM 4.2.

a) If condition (1) is satisfies and if is prime complete then is LindelOf

b) If is LindelOfthen condition (1) holds.

c) satisfies condition (1) ifflo(), -rVo() is LindelOf

PROOF. a) Let II 6 7ro() be an/;-filter with the countable intersection property By condition

(1) there exists v 6 Io() and II < v(). prime complete implies S(v) :fi and then S(II) :/:
b) Let II 6 7r,(). Since is Lindelff, S(II) # O and therefore there exists z 6 X such that

z 6 S(H) Then H _< #z() and #z 6 Io().
c) Suppose that satisfies condition (1). Let H’ 6 7ro(12,,()) and define r(L) II’(Va(L)),

L6. IfL 0, Ln6 then Vo(L,) J. 0 and II(L,) II’(Vo(L,)) ---, O, i.e. II 6 7ro() By condition

(1), there exists v 6 Io() such that II <_ v(). Hence v’ 6 Io(V,()) and II’ < v’ on )),(), where

v’(V,(L)) v(L), L 6 . Therefore Vo() satisfies condition (1). Next, we show that Vo(:) is prime
complete. For this, let S(v’) {Va(L)/v/(V(La)) 1, L 6 }. But v’(V(L)) 1 iff

v(L) 1, iffv 6 V,(L) {/ 6/()/#(L) 1, L 6 }. Hence V(L) :fi 0 which implies S(v’) :fi 0
Now, )o() satisfies condition (1) and prime complete implies )2,() Lindel0f and then

-]2() is Lindel0f. Conversely, let (I,(),-]2()) be Lindel0f Let II 6 ra() and define

II’(V(L)) II(L), L 6 . Then V(L) 0 implies L 0 and II(L) II’ (V, (L)) 0, hence

II’ 6 r()),()). ’V,() Lindel0f implies V,() Lindel0f and then () satisfies condition (1), hence

there exists v’ 6 Io(Vo()) such that II’ < v’(V,()), where v’(Va(L)) v(L),L 6 YI(L) 1

implies H’(V(L)) 1 and then v’(V(L)) 1 i.e. v(L) 1, L 6 . Hence II <_ v().
REMARK. If is disjunctive and if for each II 6 7r(), there exists a v 6 I() such that

II _< v() then I(), -)’V,() is Lindelff This result is known and appears e.g. in [8].

5. ON PRIME COMPLETE AND COUNTABLY COMPACT LATTICES
In this section we investigate the equivalence and consequences of stronger lattice completeness

assumption.
THEOREM 5.1 Let be a disjunctive lattice VVo() is prime complete iff for # 6 I,() there

exists v 6 I(.) such that # < v().
PROOF. Let/ 6/() and the associated #’ 6/,(342o()) defined by p’(Wo(L)) #(L),L 6

If )q;,(:) is prime complete, S(#’):fi O and then there exists v 6 S(#’), v 6 I(L:) and it follows
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that # < v(12). Conversely, let #’ Io(Wo(12)) and consider the associated # Io(12) such that
#’(To(L)) #(L). For # Io(), there exists v I() such that # _< v(12). Therefore
v’ I(Wo(.)) and #’<_ v’(Wo(.)) which implies S(v’)C S(#’) and since Wo() is replete,
s(’) #

THEOREM 5.2

a) Let 12 be disjunctive, almost countably compact and mildly normal and let )4;o(12) be prime
complete. Then 12 is countably compact.

b) Let 12 be disjunctive, regular, LindelOf, almost countably compact and let To(L) be prime
complete. Then is countably compact.

PROOF. a) Must show that IR(12) I,(E). Let # IR(12); we have # < v(12’) where
v Is(L’). Since/2 is almost countably compact we have v < #() with # I(12) and v Io(L)
But To(L) is prime complete and by Theorem 5.1 there exists/9 I,(12) such that v < p(12) 12 almost
countably compact and mildly normal implies L normal (see [4]). By the normality of L the L-regular
measure # such that v < # must be unique, hence # =/9 I().

b) 12 regular and Lindel0f implies 12 mildly normal and by the above result, it follows that 12 is

countably compact.
THEOREM 5.3 Suppose Io(L), ’o(12) is T1 and 12 disjunctive and Wo() prime complete Then

X()
PROOF. Since Io(), Yo() is T1, given #1 # #2 with #1,#2 Io(), there exist L1, L2 such

that #1 Vo(L),#9. Vo(L’) and #9_ Vo(L’2), #1 Vo(L’2). Therefore #I(L) 1, #9.(L) 0 or

#1(L1) =0, #2(L1)= 1 and #9.(L)= 1, #I(L)=0 or #9.(L)= 0, #1(L9.)= 1. Since

prime complete, given # 1,,(12) there exists v I(;) with # < v(L). If# v, by above there exists

L 12 such that v(L) 0 and #(L) 1

This is a contradiction, hence # v, and Io() I(12).
REMARK. The converse of Theorem 5.3 is true i.e. if Io(12) I(L) then );o(L) To(L) is T1

and since Vo(12) is prime complete, then To(E) is prime complete.
DEFINITION 5.1 Let # I(12), E C X and define

DEFINITION 5.2 Let # Io(L), E C X and define

#" (E) inf #(L’,), E C L’,, L, 12
=1 =1

Clearly, #’ is a finitely subadditive outer measure and #" is an outer measure (see [7]). Let 3u,, be the

set of #"-measurable sets, where E is measurable with respect to #" if for any A C X,
#"(A) #"(A tq E) + #"(A fq E’).

We give now a condition when for a given # Io(12) there exists a v I(12) such that # _< v(12)
e. the condition ofTheorem 5.1.

THEOREM 5.4 Let # Io(L). Suppose C L,, and semiseparates 5(12) Then # < #"()
and #"l.cl I(Z:).

PROOF. Let # E Io(L). Then we have # < #"(12) and L C Lu,, which is closed under complement
and countable unions (see [7]). Therefore A(12)C 3,,. #"lt(z:) is then a measure on A()
countably additive implies #"l.,t(r.) I(L) To show that #"l.(c_)E I(12), assume #"(A’)= 1,
A L. Then there exist {L,},L, 12 such that A’_ ["]L, and #(Ln)= 1 for all n (For if

A D fqL,,#(L,) 1 then A’ C UL’, #(L’,) 0, contradiction.) But fqL, 6(L) and A
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(Ln) =. Hence by semiseparation there exists E L: such thatAN (or

L, C L May assume Ln and then #"( Ln) 1. We then have L C C A’ which implies

#"(L) 1 i.e. #"[4(_) E

THEOREM 5.5 Let L: be a disjunctive lattice and assume that

semiseparates 6(L:) Then Wo(,E) is prime complete.

PROOF. Wo(E) is prime complete iff for any # E Io(,), there exists /A I(E) such that

# _</A(), by Theorem 5 1. Now use Theorem 5 4 with/A

6. STRONGLY or-SMOOTH MEASURES
Here we consider another Wallman space and analyze the relevant lattice in detail.

DEFINITION 6.1 A measure # I() is strongly g-smooth on L: iff for any sequence {L},
L , L , if fL then #(L) inf#(L) =lirnoo #(L). We denote J(L:) the set of

strongly g-smooth nontrivial zero-one valued measures on .
DEFINITION 6.2 The lattice L: is weakly prime complete if for
Now define the following condition"

(2) For any H ro(L:) there exists/A J(L:) such that II _<

We summarize a few facts on g-smoothness that will be used throughout this section for the reader’s

convenience (see [6])
a) Ia(/:) C J(/:) C
b) normal and complement enerated implies J(/:) C I().
c) # Io(:) and #’ #"(f..) implies # e J(d).
d) Since # I,(:) implies #’ #"(.’), it follows that # J(:) and then I.(:) C J(/:).
Analogously to Theorem 4.2 we have

THEOREM 6.1

a) If condition (2) holds and if is weakly prime complete then is LindelOf

b) If is LindelOfthen condition (2) holds.

PROOF. Omitted.

TIIEOREM 6.2 Define ’j(/:) {Vj(L)/L /:} where Vj(L) {# J(E)/#(L) 1, L
Then : satisfies condition (2) iff J(E), -’j (E) is LindelOf

PROOF. Suppose g satisfies condition (2), we show that ’j() satisfies condition (2) For this, let

II’ ro(’j(g)) and define II(L) H’(V(L)),L . If L,, , L. then Vj(L,) J. and
lira II(L,,) limII’(Vj(L.)) 0, hence II ro(). By condition (2) there exists/A J() such that

H <_/A(L). Hence ’ J(Vj(L)) and H’ _</A’on ’j() where /A’(Vj(L)) =/A(L), L .. For

H ro(Yj()), there exists/A’ J(’)j(C,)) such that l’I /A on

Next we show that Yj(L) is weakly prime complete; let S(/At) (Vj(Lo)/v’(Vj(Lo))=

/A’(Vj(L)) 1 iff /A(L) 1 iff Vj(L) {# J(f..)/#(L) 1, L }. Hence Vj(L)

implies S(/A’) . Therefore "lj(.) is LindelOf, and then 7-Yj(E) is LindelOf Conversely, assume

(J(/:), -Yj(:)) is LindelOf and let H 7ro(:). Define II’(Vj(L)) II(L),L /:. Then Vj(L,.,)
which implies L I and liH(L) liII’(Vj(L,.,)) 0 i.e. YI’ r,,(Yj(f..)). -r’l)j(.) LindelOf, then

Yj(:) LindelOf, then Yj() satisfies condition (2). Hence there exists/A’ J(’lYj(E)) such that II

on l,’j(), where (Vj(L)) =/A(L),L .. Therefore II _<
Again, analogous to our previous work we have:

THEOREM 6.3 Consider J(:) and ’j(:). Yj(/:) is regular iff for all #,# I(/::) and

v J(), if# _< #() and # _< v(/:) then #2 _< v().
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PROOF. For /1,.6I() we have /,p6I(W,()) and then t’,#’ I(Vj()),
#’(Vj(L)) #I(L) and (Vj(L)) p2(L). If Vj(E) is rel then S(p) S([), where

S() A {V(L) 6 ()/(V(L) I,L 6 } Let 6 J(); u’ 6 J(Vj()) d ’ on

V:() Then u 6 S(p[) i.e. p2 u(). Conversely, suppose pl,p2 6 I() and 6 J() such that if

plp() d p1() then p2 () Let A1,A2 eI(Vj(E)) d A A on Vj(E) Then

p d A2 p[ th p,p I(E). Thus p p[ on Vj() wch implies pl p2 on , hence

S(p[) C S(). IfA S() then clly A J(E) dp A(). By the ndition ofthe statement,

p2 A() d then A e S(p[). Hence S(p) S(p) d j(E) is rel
OM6.4 Consider J(), Vj(). Ifj(E) is rel, then J()
PROOF. Let p J(). Then there ests v e Ia(E) such that p (), hence p’ ’ on

where p’ e J(j()) d ’ Ig(Vj(E)). Vj(E) rel implies S(p’) S(v’), therefore v

Then p=() d since e Ia(), J(E) C I(E) it follows that p I(E), I() d then p e
thus J(Z) (Z).
OM6.5 Consider J(E) d Vj(E), th E LindelOf Iffor l, E I() d

such that if p p2() d pl () then p2 () it follows that Vj() is slightly md ldly
no

PROOF. By Theorem 6.3 j(E) is rel. We show as in the Remark of Theorem 4 that

s Lindel6fd then, Vj(E) being reld Lindel6f, it follows that it is so slitlyd ldlyno
EOM 6.6 Vj() is prime complete iff for p I(E) there ests J() such that

Let e L() such that there ests J() d p (E). Consider the coesponding
p’ Io(j(E)) d ’ e J(V()) for wch p’ ’ holds on j() Vj(E) wy prime complete
impes S(’) d sin p’ ’ it follows S(p’) , so that Vj(E) is prime complete. Conversely,

suppose V() pe complete md let p L(E). Consider the coesponding ’ L(Vj()), for

wch S(p’) , so there ests g e S(p’) d p on Vj(E) Hence
We c now rum to I() d the laice Wo(E), where is disjunctive, d ck when this

laice is wey prime complete.
OM 6.7 Let E be a disjunive laice d consider I(). W(E) is wey prime

complete ifffor p J() there es e I() such that p

PROOF. Let p e J() d consider the sociated p’ J(Wo()) defined by p’(W(L)) p(L),
L e W() prime complete implies S(p’) , d then there ests S(p’) md p

Conversely, l ’ e J(W()) md consider the associated J() such that ’(Wo(L)) (L),
L . sume now that there ests I() such that (). Then ’ e I(W()) d

’ ’ on W(). Hence S(-’) C S(’) d since W() is replete, S(’) .
We finly note at the conditions ofTheorem 5.4 that 2,, is ve strong if J(), nly.
EOM 6.8 Let e J() d assume that C 2, Then if there ests e I() such that

PROOF. Suppose there ests Le such tha (L) 0d u(L) 1 Now g u u" "(),
therefore g"(L)= 1, d since C 3,, we gm g"(L’)= 0. But g e J() iff g g’= g"(’)

Therefore (L’) 0 wch implies (X) 0, contradiion. It follows that u
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